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a b s t r a c t

This study examines the extent to which speaker-specific information is encoded in different features of vocal out-

put and the relationships between those features. A range of acoustic features, grouped as source (laryngeal voice

quality measures and fundamental frequency) and filter features (formants and Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-

cients; MFCCs), were extracted from the vocalic portion of the hesitation marker um for 90 male speakers of

Standard Southern British English. Little overall correlation between the sets of features was observed, suggesting

no strong interdependence between source and filter in our data. Although filter features were consistently better

at discriminating between same- and different-speaker pairs compared with source features, combining source

and filter has the potential of producing the lowest error rates and the strongest speaker discrimination scores.

Taken together, results show that source and filter provide complementary speaker-specific information.

However, the extent of the improvements in speaker discrimination performance when combining source and filter

varied across speakers. We explore potential explanations for this finding and discuss the implications for source-

filter theory, and for applied fields such as speaker recognition and forensic speech science.

� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Speech is a complex acoustic signal. It conveys not only

semantic and pragmatic meaning but is also rich with indexical

information about a speaker’s regional and social background,

their stance or attitudes towards a given topic or interlocutor, as

well as short term factors such as intoxication and ill health.

The voice also carries considerable speaker-specific informa-

tion, allowing listeners to recognise individuals reliably, in cer-

tain contexts, from the acoustic signal alone (though not

without the possibility of error, see e.g. Ladefoged &

Ladefoged, 1980). Within the field of forensic speech science,

many studies have tested the speaker discriminatory power of

specific phonetic parameters and units, such as salient vowels

and fundamental frequency. Work in the forensic domain has

also compared the performance of phonetic and automatic

(i.e. computational) methods of speech analysis, with a gen-

eral focus on the supralaryngeal vocal tract (i.e. the acoustic

output of the filter rather than the source) as the assumed pri-

mary carrier of speaker-specific information. However, the

aims of such work are typically applied in nature, focusing on

speaker discrimination rates to inform choices of features or

methods for analysis in forensic casework. Little work has

attempted to examine the relationships between features to

build a comprehensive model of where within the speech sig-

nal speaker-specific information is located, and how and why

individual voices differ from one another. Understanding the

bases of speaker-specific behaviour in speech production

therefore remains a key aim within forensic speech science,

but with important implications more generally for our under-

standing of the limits of phonetic variation within- and

between-speakers and for our theoretical models of speech

production.

1.1. Towards a model of speaker-specificity in speech

An individual’s voice is determined by a combination of bio-

logical factors relating to the size and shape of the vocal appa-

ratus and behavioural factors relating to the articulatory

implementation of speech production. Both biological and
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behavioural factors can be sources of between-speaker varia-

tion. Biological factors are, by definition, speaker-specific, and

include the size and mass of the vocal folds, and the length

and overall shape of the vocal tract, along with other potential

muscular or vocal apparatus differences. Garvin and

Ladefoged (1963) further separate behavioural factors, distin-

guishing between group and individual factors. Group-level

factors relate to the speech community in which a speaker

was raised and to which a speaker belongs (for a critical dis-

cussion on the notion of speech community see Britain,

2013). Speakers can also develop patterns of speech produc-

tion which are not determined by the speech community, but

could be acquired through processes of individual learning,

such as diphthong dynamics (McDougall, 2004).

However, as highlighted by Nolan (1983), the biological-

behavioural and group-individual dichotomies oversimplify

the complexity of speech production, since they imply that

specific speech patterns can be neatly attributed to one or

other set of factors. In reality, speaker-specific behaviour

derives from an interaction between physiological and learned

factors, as well as short-term factors relating to the context in

which the discourse is taking place and occasion-to-occasion

variability (Foulkes, Scobbie, & Watt, 2010: 706). In practice

it is therefore problematic, perhaps impossible, to fully disen-

tangle these various factors from one another. In addition,

Nolan (1983) also provides a hierarchical model of the stages

and components required to understand what makes it possi-

ble to distinguish between voices and speakers. Nolan’s model

draws links between communicative intent, divided into seg-

mental and suprasegmental strands, leading to phonetic repre-

sentation and implementation. Speaker-specific variation can

be found at any level, although it is predicted to occur more

at some levels than others. In particular, Nolan identifies

long-term quality as being a key source of speaker-specific

information. Long-term quality here refers to supralaryngeal

vocal setting together with laryngeal voice quality, a distinction

proposed by Laver (1980). Both vocal setting and voice quality

draw on particular segmental and suprasegmental properties

and are cumulative over a stretch of speech. Nolan (1983)

work remains the only well-developed theoretical model of

the phonetic bases of speaker-specificity in speech. However,

it lacks large-scale empirical data incorporating methods and

features from contemporary phonetic and forensic research

in order to assess the relative contribution of the different levels

and strands to speaker-specificity.

1.2. Speaker-specific features of speech production

It is within the fields of forensic speech science and auto-

matic speaker recognition (ASR) that the greatest explicit

attention has been given to individual speaker variation. This

work has typically focused on identifying features of the voice

that are responsible for speaker discrimination. In the main,

such work has focused on filter output. Most ASR systems

use Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs; see Davis

& Mermelstein, 1980) as input features, potentially in combina-

tion with other measures. MFCCs are a representation of the

rate of change of a signal’s power spectrum across frequency.

The number of MFCCs extracted by ASR systems is typically

governed by overall speaker discriminatory performance (i.e.

error rates), rather than any principled decisions about what

phonetic information developers do or do not want systems

to capture. However, claims have been made about MFCCs

decoupling the filter and the source (i.e. removing source infor-

mation) by smoothing over faster local changes in the spec-

trum caused by harmonics or noise in the signal (Jurafsky &

Martin, 2009). Since the global shape of the power spectrum

is governed by the shape of the supralaryngeal vocal tract,

lower-order MFCCs encode information about the filter. The

extent of the decoupling between source and filter is therefore

dependent on the number of cepstral coefficients extracted;

the fewer the cepstral coefficients, the smoother the spectral

representation and so the less information about the source

signal is captured.

A considerable body of research has been conducted to

test the speaker discriminatory power of other features

derived from supralaryngeal properties, such as vowel for-

mants. Studies have analysed monophthongs (e.g. Rose

2007, 2010), diphthongs (e.g. McDougall 2004, 2006,

Morrison, 2009), and triphthongs (e.g. Zhang, Morrison, &

Thiruvaran, 2011) in a range of languages. Studies have also

compared different parameterisations of vowel formants, from

single measurements at the temporal midpoint to more com-

plex representations of the entire trajectory across the dura-

tion of the vowel. Higher formants, particularly F3, have

often been shown to discriminate more successfully between

speakers than F1 and F2 (Hughes, 2014, McDougall, 2004).

F1 and F2 furnish less between-speaker variation due to their

key phonological role in contrasting between phonemes.

Studies have also shown promising performance when pool-

ing and modelling formants from across all vowels within a

recording, and then analysing the data in a similar way to

an ASR system. This approach is sometimes referred to as

‘semi-automatic’ speaker recognition (Nolan & Grigoras,

2005) and is one way of acoustically measuring supralaryn-

geal vocal setting.

By comparison, relatively little attention has been paid to the

speaker discriminatory power of source features. The research

that has been done has generally focused on f0 (e.g. Hudson,

de Jong, McDougall, & Nolan, 2007, Jessen, Köster, &

Gfroerer, 2005, Kinoshita, Ishihara, & Rose, 2009, Skarnitzl

& Vankova, 2017). As with vowel research, attention has also

been given to investigating the most effective ways of param-

eterising f0 to maximise speaker discrimination, such as mod-

elling f0 trajectories (Rose, 2013). In general, f0 by itself has

been shown to be relatively poor at characterising speakers,

in large part because it displays relatively high within-

speaker variability. For example, f0 is affected substantially

by health, emotion and intoxication, as well as being highly

susceptible to the Lombard effect (Braun, 1995). By contrast,

little work in forensic speech science has considered the

speaker discriminatory potential of laryngeal voice quality fea-

tures (as an exception see Jessen, 1997), despite experts

reporting the use of auditory-perceptual judgments of voice

quality extensively in forensic casework (Gold and French

2011, 2019). Nolan (2005) is one of the few systematic studies

of the forensic value of voice quality, reaching a somewhat

pessimistic conclusion that formal analysis is likely to be lim-

ited due to the adverse recording conditions and variation in

speech style typically encountered in casework.
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There has been a general trend in recent years towards

integrating the best elements of ASR systems and phonetic

analysis. Central to this integration is the question of the inde-

pendence of different voice features, and whether they cap-

ture complementary (i.e. independent) speaker-specific

information. This information is critical in a forensic setting

in order to avoid under- or overstating the strength of the evi-

dence. González-Rodríguez, Gil, Pérez, and Franco-Pedroso

(2014) and Hughes, Harrison, Foulkes, French, Kavanagh,

and San Segundo (2017) used ASR systems based on

MFCCs to perform speaker discrimination testing. Both stud-

ies found that system errors could be relatively easily

resolved through auditory analysis by phoneticians, and that

laryngeal voice quality was a key diagnostic. While these

studies suggest that MFCCs fail to capture adequately the

speaker-specific information provided by perceptually judged

phonation (in line with the theoretical decoupling of source

and filter in deriving MFCCs), the analyses conducted are rel-

atively limited. This is because they focus on a small subset

of the comparisons performed by the ASR system. More sys-

tematic studies have provided mixed results. Enzinger,

Zhang, and Morrison (2012) analysed the performance of

laryngeal voice quality measures extracted from the segment

/n/ using the GLOTTEX software. Combining these measures

(via a process called fusion) with the results of an MFCC-

based ASR system revealed no marked improvement in per-

formance, although this may be due to the segment used for

analysis, small numbers of tokens for some speakers, or the

features captured by the software. Conversely, improvements

in the performance of MFCC-based ASR systems have been

reported when fused with voice quality measures from the

entire recording rather than a single segment (Farrús,

Hernando, & Ejarque, 2007, Park, Sigouin, Kreiman,

Keating, Guo, Yeung, Kuo, & Alwan, 2016, Hughes,

Cardoso, Foulkes, French, Harrison, & Gully, 2019).

1.3. The present study

Despite the considerable body of research in forensic

speech science examining the speaker discriminatory power

of different features, there remain key unanswered questions

about speaker-specificity. What precisely makes voices differ-

ent from one another? How can we best extract and analyse

speaker-specific information encoded in the speech signal?

Only Nolan (1983) has attempted to bring together the different

sources and loci of speaker-specific variation to build a model

of the phonetic bases of speaker-specificity. In the present

study, we contribute to such a model by examining the relative

speaker discriminatory power of a range of acoustic measures

of source and filter, using insights about their relative indepen-

dence to inform how best to capture speaker-specific phonetic

information within the speech signal. Specifically, we address

the following research questions:

How do individual acoustic features of source and filter output

covary?

To what extent do source and filter capture complementary

speaker-specific information?

Does the fusion (i.e. combination) of source and filter features

improve speaker discrimination performance over either one

individually?

While our research questions are principally exploratory in

nature (see Roettger, 2019 for more on why the distinction

between confirmatory and exploratory research matters), our

choice of features is motivated by a range of factors. Here,

we analyse features that are widely used and well-

understood from a phonetic perspective. Therefore, much is

known about what information these features capture (e.g.

MFCCs, in principle, capture formant information; see 2.2 for

more), allowing us to separate source and filter contributions

and capture these contributions in a variety of different ways.

The aim here is not to compete with speaker recognition

studies or with current state-of-the-art ASR systems that can

now produce essentially no errors with good quality materials

(e.g. Snyder, Garcia-Romero, Sell, Povey, & Khudanpur,

2018). By design, we use methods that do make errors, allow-

ing us to use the error profiles to better understand the intrinsic

relationships between different features. Further, although we

do have an interest in its implications for forensic speech

science, this is not designed as a forensically realistic study.

Indeed, we intentionally extract controlled segmental data from

high quality recordings, as is widely used in voice quality

research, to remove the confounding effects of channel and

transmission quality, issues which are common in forensic

casework. Our focus is on the relative, rather than absolute,

speaker discrimination performance across the features and

combinations of features that we analyse.

In the following section, we provide a general overview of

the methods used within this study. We then describe three

experiments designed to address our research questions and

include specific methods within each of these sections. In sec-

tion 6, we then discuss our results and consider the implica-

tions for forensic speech science and ASR, as well as for

theoretical models of speech production (including source-

filter theory, Fant, 1960).

2. Method

2.1. Data

The current study initially used 93 young (18–25 years old),

male speakers of Standard Southern British English from the

Dynamic Variability in Speech (DyViS; Nolan & McDougall,

de Jong, G. & Hudson, T., 2009) corpus. We intentionally

chose a controlled corpus to remove the effect of social and

demographic sources of between-speaker variation. High qual-

ity studio recordings of spontaneous speech from DyViS Tasks

1 and 2 were used. Task 1 involves a mock police interview in

which participants were required to lie about a crime. The Task

1 samples were between 11 and 26 minutes in total duration

(mean duration = 17 minutes). Task 2 involves a landline tele-

phone conversation with a mock accomplice, recalling details

of the police interview in Task 1. The accomplice was a

researcher. Task 2 samples were between 9 and 23 minutes

in total duration (mean duration = 15 minutes). They were

recorded simultaneously at the near- and far-ends of the tele-

phone line, although only the near-end recordings were used

for this study. Both tasks were recorded on the same day, with

Task 2 always following Task 1.

Data were extracted from the vocalic portion of the hesita-

tion marker um. There are several reasons for using um. Hesi-
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tation markers are, in principle, good speaker discriminants:

they are frequent, easily measurable, and resistant to disguise;

and experiments show that they yield high between-speaker

but low within-speaker variation. Hughes (2014) showed that

hesitation markers generally outperform lexical vowels at

speaker discrimination based on formant analysis. There is,

therefore, more scope for between-speaker variation across

the entire vowel space, compared with lexical vowels where

the variation is much more constrained by phonology. Using

only the DyViS Task 1 (simulated police interview) recordings,

Hughes, Wood, and Foulkes (2016) investigated the speaker

discriminatory performance of different acoustic measures

extracted from ums and uhs (i.e. purely vocalic hesitation

markers). They found that um consistently outperformed uh

and that the best performance was achieved using representa-

tions of formant trajectories, as well as the durations of the

vowel and nasal portions. Other studies have considered

laryngeal measures extracted from hesitations (e.g. Tschäpe,

Trouvain, Bauer, & Jessen, 2005).

Hesitations are also often longer than lexical vowels and

occur in relative isolation, with silence preceding and/or follow-

ing. This has the benefit of limiting within-speaker variation as

a function of coarticulation. Perhaps more importantly, it also

helps to ensure that the acoustic laryngeal voice quality mea-

sures extracted in this studyare as reliable aspossible, while still

using real spontaneous speech. It is often preferable to use sus-

tained vowelswith relatively stable formant trajectories andpitch

to obtain accurate and more easily comparable acoustic laryn-

geal voice quality measures. The vowel portions of hesitations

fit these requirements much more closely than lexical vowels

in spontaneous speech. A single segment is analysed here

becausemanyof themeasures of relative harmonics are depen-

dent on the formant structure of the vowel being measured,

being derived from the harmonic closest to a given formant.

Where different phonemes are analysed, it is possible to correct

for this variability in generating the acoustic measures using for-

mant measures (see Section 2.2); however, it is likely to

increase within-speaker variability, especially given that the dis-

tribution of vowels for each speaker may be different in sponta-

neous speech.

The aim of the present study differs from that of Hughes

et al. (2016), which focused exclusively on speaker discrimina-

tion for forensic purposes. In the present study, we use

speaker discrimination testing as a means of better under-

standing speaker-specificity. Here, we also use a much-

expanded data set, in terms of the number of speakers and

tokens per speakers, and a much wider range of features

(see below). Whereas Hughes et al. (2016) analysed the first

20 tokens per speaker, the present study analyses all the

tokens produced within each recording for each speaker. The

vowel portions of each token were manually segmented using

Praat TextGrids (v. 6.0.49; Boersma & Weenink, 2019).

2.2. Features

A range of acoustic features were extracted from the vocalic

portion of the hesitation markers. The features that we have

chosen are used routinely in phonetics, forensic speech

science, and ASR to capture discrete elements of speech pro-

duction. In many cases, most obviously that of vowel formants,

there are well known relationships between acoustic output

and articulatory implementation. Many such features are also

known to be good speaker discriminants. We group features

broadly into two categories: source and filter. This reflects

the distinction between supralaryngeal and laryngeal vocal

output proposed by Laver (1980). This distinction allows us

to make some generalisations about the loci of speaker-

specific behaviour and to make claims about relative indepen-

dence. We do, however, recognise that in some cases it may

not be easy to categorise a feature as being exclusively a mea-

sure of source or of filter. In those cases, we discuss the com-

plexity below. We use acoustic measurements as this allows

us to conduct analysis of features using the same quantitative

tests and to allow for empirical fusion results to assess speaker

discriminatory power. In the case of laryngeal voice quality, the

acoustic features we include are intended to capture the same

perceptually judged information that phoneticians have relied

on in studies at the intersection of phonetics and ASR (see

Section 1.2). The specific relationship between auditory per-

cepts and acoustic measures is beyond the scope of this

paper. However, Cardoso, Foulkes, French, Harrison,

Hughes, Kavanagh, and San Segundo (2018) and Klug,

Kirchhübel, Foulkes, and French (2019) both examine these

issues using the same corpus as the present study.

The following filter features were analysed:

Formants: F1, F2, and F3 values were extracted using the

LPC-based To Formant (burg) function in Praat identifying

between 5 and 6 formants between 0 and 5000 Hz, followed

by the Formant: Track function with reference values set at

500 Hz for F1, 1500 Hz for F2, and 2500 Hz for F3. The fre-

quency, bandwidth and transition costs were set to 1.0.

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs): MFCCs are a

representation of the entire spectrum and as such will encode

formant information relating to spectral peaks. MFCCs analysis

was conducted using the rastamat toolbox (Ellis, 2005) in MAT-

LAB. Each vowel token was divided into a series of 20 ms

frames, using a Hamming window, with 10 ms overlap between

adjacent frames. From each frame a vector of 12 MFCCs was

extracted within a 0 to 4000 Hz range, using a pre-emphasis

coefficient of 0.97. As mentioned previously, the extent to

which MFCCs are exclusively a measure of filter output is

determined by the number of coefficients extracted. The 12

MFCCs used here is a relatively small number (modern ASR

systems typically use more like 18 MFCCs) to minimise the

amount of source information that is captured. Nonetheless,

it is likely that our MFCC data captures some of the source

information related to overall spectral shape. We consider this

issue in interpreting the results.

The following source features were analysed:

Fundamental frequency: f0 extraction was conducted in

Praat using the To Pitch (ac) function based on autocorrelation

with the frequency range set to between 75 Hz and 200 Hz (an

ample range for this set of voices; see Hudson et al. 2007).

Energy: Root Mean Square energy, capturing average over-

all amplitude, was extracted from 20ms frames shifted by 10ms

across the duration of the vowel using VoiceSauce (Shue,

2010). Energy is categorised as a source feature here as overall

it is determined by the rate of transglottal airflow. However, as

pointed out by a reviewer, energy may also be affected by

supralaryngeal gestures, such as jaw opening or lowering. We
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consider this later in the results.While themicrophones used for

recording the DyViS tasks were in roughly the same place for

each speaker, there is likely to have been some within- and

between-speaker variability in the distance between the

speaker and themicrophone. Thismay compromise the compa-

rability of data from different tokens, recordings and speakers.

Additive noise: Cepstral peak prominence (CPP) and har-

monics to noise ratio (HNR) up to 500 Hz (HNR05), 1500 Hz

(HNR15) and 2500 Hz (HNR25) were extracted from 20 ms

frames shifted by 10 ms across the duration of the vowel using

VoiceSauce. This produces a four-feature vector for each

frame to represent additive noise. CPP is the normalised pitch

peak amplitude within the real cepstral domain. Hillenbrand,

Cleveland, and Erickson (1994) and Awan, Solomon, and

Helou (2013) have argued that CPP is essentially a measure

of the signal-to-noise ratio in the cepstrum. HNR was calcu-

lated using the algorithm in de Krom (1993). A number of stud-

ies (e.g. Gordon & Ladefoged, 2001, Garellek, 2019) have

demonstrated that HNR captures breathy voice well, with

HNR higher in breathy voice than modal.

Relative harmonics: A five-feature vector of measures of the

distribution of energy across the spectrum were extracted from

20 ms frames shifted by 10 ms across the duration of the vowel

using VoiceSauce. The measures were: H1-H2, H2-H4, H1-

A1, H1-A2, and H1-A3. The codings refer to the amplitude of

the harmonic (H) or formant (A), and the numbering of the rel-

evant harmonic or formant. Thus H1-H2 captures the differ-

ence in amplitude between the first and second harmonic,

H1-A1 is the difference in amplitude between the first harmonic

and the amplitude of the first formant, and so on. These mea-

sures capture relative amplitudes across different frequency

ranges and are commonly used in phonetic research on laryn-

geal voice quality. Measures were corrected using formants

extracted from the Snack Sound Toolkit (Sjölander, 1997)

tracking five formants between 0 and 5000 Hz (following the

method in Iseli, Shue, & Alwan, 2006). This correction process,

which is automatically computed within VoiceSauce, reduces

the effect of the filter (formants) on the source features (har-

monics). Relative harmonics are claimed to distinguish creaky

and breathy voice, with low spectral tilt found in certain types of

creaky voice (Keating, Garellek, & Kreiman, 2015) and high

spectral tilt found in breathy voice (Garellek, 2019).

Jitter: This is a measure of cycle-to-cycle variability in dura-

tion, extracted using the Get jitter (Local) function in Praat. The

local measure was used which is the average difference

between periods divided by the average period, in this case

within a 20 ms frame. The local measure was preferred to other

measures, firstly, because it is the most intuitive to understand,

and secondly, because it is commonly measured in studies of

voice quality (e.g. Finger, Cielo, & Schwarz, 2009).

Shimmer: This is a measure of cycle-to-cycle variability in

amplitude, extracted using the Get shimmer (Local) function

in Praat. As with jitter, the local measure was used which is

the average difference in amplitude between periods divided

by the average amplitude.

2.3. Data tidying

The original DyViS corpus contains 100 speakers. In this

study, seven speakers were removed prior to analysis due to

small numbers of tokens in either sample. Acoustic data were

then extracted from a total of 8,374 tokens from the remaining

93 speakers across the two tasks. A series of procedures was

implemented to remove measurement errors from the data set

(following Hughes et al., 2016, Foulkes, Docherty, Shattuck-

Hafnagel, & Hughes, 2018). Firstly, acceptable ranges for for-

mants and f0 were established. F1 values outside 250–900 Hz,

F2 values outside 900–2000 Hz, F3 values outside 1900–

3200 Hz and f0 values outside 75–200 Hz were removed.

These boundaries were intentionally wide given the potential

variability in um production across the entire vowel space. Sec-

ondly, the values for each feature were converted to z-scores,

and values ±3.29 standard deviations from the mean were

removed. Where measurement errors could not be resolved

the entire token was removed from the analysis. Speakers with

fewer than five tokens for either task were also removed. The

resulting final dataset contained 6,758 tokens from 90 speak-

ers. Overall, there were more tokens for Task 2 (phone call;

median = 39 per speaker, min = 5, max = 99) than for Task 1

(interview; median = 30, min = 5, max = 71). There is some cor-

relation between token numbers for the two tasks. However,

inspection of the speaker discrimination results in section 3.3

reveals no obvious effect of sample size on performance.

3. Experiment 1: Correlations in the raw data

Research question 1 asked the extent to which source and

filter features of vocal output covary (i.e. the extent to which

they are independent). In order to address this research ques-

tion, we performed a correlation analysis between all source

and filter features, with midpoint data pooled across all

speakers.

3.1. Methods

The filter features consisted of F1, F2, F3, and MFCCs. The

source features were f0, additive noise (four features), relative

harmonics (five features), energy, jitter, and shimmer. For the

sets of additive noise and relative harmonics measures, sepa-

rate principal components analyses (PCA) were performed to

reduce the multivariate input to a set of univariate data (using

principal component 1; PC1), accounting for the largest

amount of variance in the raw data (see Lee, Keating, &

Kreiman, 2019 for a similar application of PCA to acoustic

voice quality measures). This allowed us to perform straightfor-

ward tests of correlation using univariate data that was as

close to the interpretability of the raw data as possible. For

the additive noise measures PC1 accounted for 85% of the

variance in the data, while for the relative harmonics, PC1

accounted for 91% of the variance. PCA was not used to

reduce the dimensionality of the MFCCs. This is because the

MFCCs are already orthogonal, whereas PCA is intended for

dimensionality reduction where dimensions are correlated.

Linear regression was then performed to assess the corre-

lations between each of the source and filter features. With the

exception of the MFCCs, correlations were performed between

univariate data. Following Broad and Clermont (1989) (see

also Darch & Milner, 2008), the 12-value MFCC vectors were

used to predict the univariate source and filter features using

a multiple linear regression model based on weighted sums
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of the MFCCs, where weights were determined by the least

squares method. All correlations are reported in terms of the

R2, which is the proportion of variation around the mean of

one feature accounted for by the other feature.

3.2. Results

Fig. 1 displays the correlation matrix, using R2 values, for

each midpoint source and filter feature based on linear regres-

sion models using pooled data from Tasks 1 and 2. The stron-

gest correlations are found within the filter features. Consistent

with previous work (Högberg, 1997, Darch & Milner, 2008),

individual formants are fairly strongly correlated with MFCCs,

with F2 producing the largest R2 value (i.e. the MFCCs account

for 82.5% of the variation in F2). The relationship between for-

mants and MFCCs can be explained by the fact that the

MFCCs capture information about the spectrum, of which the

peaks (i.e. the formants) are a dominant component. As

expected, considerably weaker correlations are found within

the source features.

Of most relevance to the present study are the correlations

between source and filter features (green box, lower right of

Fig. 1). The strongest of these correlations are between

MFCCs and relative harmonics and between MFCCs and

energy, with the MFCCs accounting for over 59.0% and

52.5% of the variation in each of these source features respec-

tively. As with the formants, such relationships are predictable

since MFCCs capture information about the entire spectrum.

Despite the differences in their computation, relative harmon-

ics are represented in the overall shape of the spectrum, which

is itself captured by the MFCCs. In the same way, energy (i.e.

overall amplitude) is an overall property of the spectrum and so

should be encoded within the MFCCs (the 0th MFCC coeffi-

cient, which explicitly captures overall energy, was itself not

included in the MFCC vectors for the purposes of analysis

here). A weak correlation (R2 = 0.324) was also found for

MFCCs and f0. Aside from these, correlations between source

and filter features were all extremely close to 0.

Experiment 1 provides evidence that source and filter fea-

tures are largely independent of each other as demonstrated

by the generally very weak correlations between the source

and filter measures. The exception to this is the predictable

incomplete decoupling of source and filter in extracting

MFCCs, leading to correlations with some source features

(i.e. measures related to amplitude).

4. Experiment 2: Correlations in between-speaker distances

While research question 1 focused on individual source and

filter features, in research question 2, we were interested in the

overall extent to which source and filter generally capture com-

plementary speaker-specific information. To do this, it was nec-

essary to reduce the complex multivariate data for both source

and filter into a single value which captured speaker-specificity.

We did this by using the raw data to calculate distances

between each pair of speakers in our data set.

Fig. 1. Correlations (R2 values rounded to three decimal places) within source (blue box) and filter (red box) features and between source and filter features (green box) based on data

pooled across all 90 speakers across Tasks 1 and 2 (values of 0 indicate that the variable on the x-axis accounts for less than 0.01% of the variation in the variable on the y-axis).
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4.1. Methods

Each speaker’s midpoint data were fitted with a Gaussian

distribution (more complex Gaussian mixture models were also

tested but did not provide a better fit to the data). Given the nat-

ure of the MFCCs, additive noise, and spectral tilt measures,

multivariate Gaussian distributions were fitted to these sets

of raw data, whereas univariate Gaussians were fitted to the

other features. Within each source and filter feature,

Kullback-Leibler (KL; Campbell & Karam, 2010) divergences

between speaker models were computed. KL is a measure

of the similarity between two distributions; in this case, the sim-

ilarity between data from two speakers. A KL divergence of

zero means that the two distributions are identical, while the

bigger the value the bigger the divergence between the distri-

butions, and therefore between speakers. KL divergences

between all pairs of speaker models were computed for each

of the filter (formants and MFCCs) and source (f0, additive

noise, spectral tilt, energy, jitter, and shimmer) features. Nor-

malisation was then performed within features by first taking

the natural logarithm of the values to reduce the skew in the

data and then converting to z-scores to make distances com-

parable across features. Finally, the mean z-normalised KL

divergence between each pair of speakers was calculated for

the source and filter features separately.

4.2. Results

Fig. 2 displays a scatterplot of normalised KL divergences

between each of the 90 speakers (4005 data points in total)

based on source and filter features, fitted with a linear trend

line. The filter results explain just 0.65% of the variation in

the source results, indicating that the information for separating

speakers captured by the source and filter measures is essen-

tially independent. As was found in Experiment 1, these results

support the idea that source and filter features provide mostly

independent information about voices and, therefore, using

both may give us a better understanding of speaker-specific

characteristics of voices.

The following section examines whether the findings based

on the raw data are replicated in terms of speaker discrimina-

tion, and whether adding source features to filter features

improves speaker discrimination performance over filter fea-

tures alone.

5. Experiment 3: Speaker discrimination

Experiment 3 complements experiment 2 in addressing our

research question related to the overall extent to which source

and filter capture speaker-specific information. In this experi-

ment, however, we extend our analysis to conduct more formal

speaker discrimination testing, in order to examine whether

combining source and filter features can produce better

speaker discrimination performance (i.e. capture more

speaker-specific information), compared with source or filter

in isolation.

5.1. Methods

The performance of each feature was evaluated using like-

lihood ratio (LR)-based testing. These procedures are stan-

dard within the fields of forensic speech science and ASR

(see Morrison et al., 2021). In line with Morrison (2013), we

refer to each set of tests conducted with different features

and combinations of features as a system.

The LR is a measure of the probability of the evidence (in

this case, the acoustic measurements) under two competing

propositions: that the two samples contain the voice of the

same speaker, and that the two samples contain the voices

of different speakers. In the forensic setting, it indicates the rel-

ative extent to which the evidence supports the prosecution

Fig. 2. Normalised and log transformed Kullback-Leibler divergences between each pair of speakers (4005 data points) based on filter features and source features fitted with a linear

trend line (R2 = 0.0064); the larger the value, the bigger the dissimilarity between speakers.
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and defence (see Aitken & Taroni, 2004; Robertson, Vignaux,

& Berger, 2016). To test speaker discrimination performance,

pairs of samples are required where the ground truth is known

about whether the samples came from the same- (SS) or

different-speakers (DS). The 90 speakers were divided ran-

domly into training, test, and reference sets containing 30

speakers each. SS and DS comparisons were performed for

the training and test speakers using data from Task 1 (inter-

view) and Task 2 (phone call). Each comparison generates a

LR-like score (i.e. a numerical value) which captures the simi-

larity between the two sets of data, and the typicality of the

data relative to the wider population, based on a model gener-

ated using data from speakers in the reference set. The test

scores were then converted to log LRs (LLRs) using logistic-

regression calibration (see Morrison, 2013). This process

involves shifting and scaling the test scores based on calibra-

tion coefficients learned from the training scores to improve

interpretability, comparability, and performance. Scores from

different features were combined using logistic-regression

fusion (Pigeon, Druyts, & Verlinde, 2000), a method of combin-

ing results that accounts for the underlying correlations in the

scores.

System performance was evaluated using the equal error

rate (EER) as a measure of the absolute proportion of

contrary-to-fact LLRs (i.e. errors), and the log LR cost (Cllr;

Brümmer & du Preez, 2006). Cllr penalises the system based

on the magnitude of contrary-to-fact LLRs (i.e. how big the

error is). For both EER and Cllr, values closer to zero indicate

better performance, indicating fewer and less severe errors

respectively. A Cllr of 1 or greater indicates that the system pro-

vides no speaker discriminating information (a system that

consistently produced LRs of 1, i.e. no support for either side,

would also produce a Cllr of 1). As outlined in Wang, Hughes,

and Foulkes (2019a, 2019b), speaker discrimination perfor-

mance is susceptible to variation depending on the configura-

tion of speakers in each of the three speaker sets. Therefore,

each set of tests was replicated 20 times using randomly

selected configurations of training, test, and reference speak-

ers. Overall performance is therefore assessed based on the

distribution of EER and Cllr values across the 20 replications.

In addition to the midpoint data used in Experiment 1,

speaker discrimination testing was performed using dynamic

and holistic representations of some features. This allows us

to assess the best ways in which to capture speaker-

discriminatory information for each feature. The models for

computing LRs also allow us to preserve the multivariate nat-

ure of some of the features (e.g. combinations of three for-

mants, additive noise, and relative harmonics):

� Dynamic data were analysed for each of the formants and f0 using

time-normalised measurements at + 10% steps across the duration

of the vowel. These data were then fitted with quadratic polynomials

of the form y ¼ f xð Þ ¼ ax2 þ bx þ c, which capture information

about the shape of the trajectory. Curve fitting via polynomials

has the benefit of reducing dimensionality, with each curve of nine

raw data points reduced to three coefficients. Such parametric rep-

resentations of trajectories have also been shown to perform better

at speaker discrimination than the equivalent raw data (McDougall,

2006, Morrison, 2009). Quadratic representations were chosen

based on visual inspection of the raw data, expectations about

the shape of the trajectories, and because they proved optimal in

Hughes et al. (2016).

� Holistic data were analysed for each of the features extracted at the

frame level, i.e. MFCCs, energy, additive noise, and relative har-

monics. This involves pooling and then modelling the data from

all frames across the duration of the vowel. This methodology is

used in ASR, where measurements are taken across an entire

recording, rather than a single vowel.

� For jitter and shimmer, only data from the frame at the temporal mid-

point was analysed in terms of speaker discrimination because of

the well-known unreliability of measures taken at different points

in time, especially where the speech material is uncontrolled (see

Labuschagne & Ciocca, 2016).

LR-like scores were computed using either multivariate

kernel density (MVKD; Aitken & Lucy, 2004) or Gaussian mix-

ture model-universal background model (GMM-UBM;

Reynolds, Quatieri, & Dunn, 2000). Different methods were

chosen based on their use with different types of features

in previous work. MVKD has generally been used for linguis-

tic variables and token-based features, with small numbers of

correlated dimensions (e.g. formant midpoints or dynamics),

whereas GMM-UBM was developed for ASR and so is more

suitable for frame-based analysis. MVKD models the refer-

ence data with a kernel density made up of equally weighted

Gaussians from each reference speaker and the target

speaker data with a normal distribution. GMM-UBM was, at

one time, the state-of-the-art approach in ASR systems,

although has now been superseded by approaches which uti-

lise deep learning (e.g. xVectors), but which are more opaque

in terms of the speaker-specific information that the systems

capture. GMM-UBM is more suited to the aims of the present

study as it provides the most transparency (i.e. minimal trans-

formation of data) in the relationship between the input fea-

tures and output probabilities. In GMM-UBM, the reference

data are pooled to build a speaker-independent, universal

background model (UBM). The target speaker model is built

by copying the UBM and then adapting it towards the target

speaker data in a process called maximum a posteriori

(MAP) adaptation. MAP adaptation is particularly appropriate

where there are small amounts of target speaker data; the

more target data there is available, the closer the target

model is to the target data.

MVKD and GMM-UBM have both been used extensively to

examine linguistic and ASR data. These approaches also have

a transparent relationship between the input features and the

output scores, with relatively little data transformation in

between (unlike modern state-of-the-art ASR systems). Table 1

shows the measurement methods for each feature tested and

the approach used to compute scores. For the GMM-UBM sys-

tems, the number of Gaussians was determined based on pre-

testing. The best performingmeasure for each feature was used

to generate the best combination of source and filter features,

respectively. The best source features were then fused with

the best filter features to assess whether their combination out-

performed either source or filter features in isolation. Improve-

ment in performance when combined indicates that features

capture independent speaker discriminatory information.
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5.2. Results

Table 2 shows the speaker discriminatory performance of

the different measurement methods for each source and filter

feature across the 20 replications. A reminder here that the clo-

ser the EER and Cllr are to 0, the better the performance. Over-

all, the filter features perform markedly better than the source

features, with holistic MFCCs extracted from across the dura-

tion of the vowel providing the best overall performance (mean

EER = 3.1%, mean Cllr = 0.14). As in Hughes et al. (2016), the

dynamic formant information substantially outperforms the

midpoint data, indicating that the shape of formant trajectories

encodes speaker-specific information beyond what is captured

by absolute frequency alone. These findings provide further

evidence that vowel trajectory shape carries useful cues for

speaker differences. It also supports the recent trend in pro-

duction studies to analyse vowel trajectory rather than mid-

point measurements, even when phonological

monophthongs are the variable of interest (e.g. Haddican,

Foulkes, Hughes, & Richards, 2013, Docherty, Gonzalez, &

Mitchell, 2015). The best performing source feature is the rel-

ative harmonics, followed by additive noise. f0 performs best

when using dynamic data, although the improvement in perfor-

mance over the midpoint-only measure is relatively small.

Finally, across all 20 replications, energy performed worst, pro-

viding little to no speaker discriminatory information (the Cllr

was consistently close to or greater than 1).

All possible combinations were fused together to find the

best performing combination of filter features and the best

combination of source features. Fusing the holistic MFCCs

and dynamic formants improved filter performance relative to

either MFCCs or formants individually, producing a mean

EER of 0.72% and mean Cllr of 0.05. The best source perfor-

mance was generated by fusing dynamic f0, midpoint additive

noise, holistic relative harmonics, and midpoint energy mea-

sures. This combination produced a mean EER of 8.25%

and mean Cllr of 0.32, marginally better (by 0.0041 in terms

of mean Cllr) than the performance with energy excluded. This

shows that combining features can help improve overall perfor-

mance, even when those features individually provide little

speaker discriminating information. However, overall perfor-

mance was worse when including jitter and shimmer.

The best source combination and the best filter combination

(MFCCs, formants, f0, additive noise, relative harmonics, and

energy; see Table 2) were then fused and compared with the

best filter-only features (MFCCs and formants) to assess

potential improvements in performance when adding source

information. Fig. 3 displays EER and Cllr values for the filter

features and the combination of source and filter features for

each of the 20 replications. Overall, the addition of source fea-

tures reduced EER; for the source-filter combination mean

EER was 0.55%, compared with 0.72% for filter features only.

The addition of the source features had essentially no effect on

Cllr. However, different replications, using different configura-

Table 1

Source and filter features, measurement methods, and LR score computation methods (for

the purposes of speaker discrimination testing).

Feature Measurement

method

LR score method

Filter Formants Midpoint MVKD

Dynamic MVKD

MFCCs Midpoint MVKD

Holistic GMM-UBM (64

Gaussians)

Source f0 Midpoint MVKD

Dynamic MVKD

Additive noise Midpoint MVKD

Holistic GMM-UBM (128

Gaussians)

Relative

harmonics

Midpoint MVKD

Holistic GMM-UBM (128

Gaussians)

Energy Midpoint MVKD

Holistic GMM-UBM (128

Gaussians)

Jitter Midpoint MVKD

Shimmer Midpoint MVKD

Table 2

Speaker discrimination performance (EER and Cllr; in both cases the closer to zero the better the performance) for each source and filter feature across the 20 replications, as well as the

best performing combination within the set of source features and within the set of filter features (bold).

EER (%) Cllr

Mean Min Max Std Mean Min Max Std

Filter Formants Midpoint 13.2 9.9 17.4 2.5 0.45 0.33 0.57 0.06

Dynamic 9.2 4.2 13.2 2.1 0.35 0.21 0.45 0.07

MFCCs Midpoint 16.8 9.9 26.7 4.3 0.56 0.39 0.84 0.13

Holistic 3.1 0.1 5.9 1.1 0.14 0.06 0.23 0.05

Best filter combination:formants

(dynamic) & MFCCs

(holistic)

0.72 0 3.39 1.09 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.03

Source f0 Midpoint 27.0 20.1 33.8 3.8 0.76 0.65 0.89 0.08

Dynamic 21.8 16.8 26.8 2.5 0.67 0.55 0.77 0.06

Additive noise Midpoint 17.2 10.6 25.8 3.6 0.61 0.49 0.78 0.08

Holistic 17.7 13.3 23.2 2.7 0.62 0.82 0.49 0.08

Relative harmonics Midpoint 23.8 17.1 29.9 3.4 0.76 0.63 0.97 0.08

Holistic 16.4 12.8 20.0 2.3 0.61 0.50 0.78 0.06

Energy Midpoint 46.0 33.0 66.8 11.1 1.02 0.99 1.24 0.06

Holistic 47.7 36.0 64.1 9.5 1.01 0.99 1.13 0.03

Jitter Midpoint 34.8 26.7 42.7 5.0 0.93 0.82 1.12 0.07

Shimmer Midpoint 34.2 29.0 42.5 3.5 0.91 0.83 0.98 0.04

Best source combination:f0 (dynamic),

additive noise (midpoint),

relative harmonics (holistic), & energy

(midpoint)

8.25 3.85 13.33 2.41 0.32 0.19 0.49 0.09
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tions of speakers, showed more or less improvement. In eight

of the 20 replications, EER was lower (by an average of 57%)

when combining source and filter, compared with filter features

alone. In two of these replications, EER was reduced to 0%

(i.e. no errors) with the addition of source features. There

was no change in EER with addition of source features for

seven replications, while for the remaining five replications,

EER was slightly worse when source and filter were combined.

In these replications, source features provide little to no

speaker-specific information. In 13 of the 20 replications, the

addition of source information reduced Cllr by an average of

31%, with some replications producing reductions of as much

as 73% or as little as 2%. In the remaining seven replications,

Cllr was higher (by an average of 54%, but largely driven by

one replication where there was a marked increase in Cllr) for

the combination of source and filter features compared with fil-

ter features alone. The variability across replications (shown in

Fig. 3) therefore suggests that the relative discriminatory value

of source and filter information differs across individual speak-

ers – i.e. there are some speakers where the addition of source

information will be beneficial to speaker discrimination and

others where it will be detrimental. Examining overall perfor-

mance alone may be masking such speaker-specific effects.

To investigate this issue further, mean same-speaker (SS)

and different-speaker (DS) LLRs for each speaker across all

20 replications were calculated based on the source features,

filter features, and source and filter features combined. As well

as outperforming the source features in terms of overall perfor-

mance, the filter features also produced considerably stronger

LLRs by around three orders of magnitude on average. Fig. 4

displays the difference between the mean SS and DS LLRs for

the source and filter features combined, relative to the filter fea-

tures alone for each speaker. Positive values on the SS dimen-

sion (x-axis) and negative values on the DS dimension (y-axis)

indicate stronger LLRs when combining source and filter infor-

mation. From the perspective of source-filter combination, the

red quadrant (top right) represents the best performance. It

contains speakers for whom the mean SS and DS LLRs

increased in magnitude when combining source and filter fea-

tures (i.e. where the addition of source features helped perfor-

mance). For example, for a speaker who produces a mean SS

LLR of +2 for filter-only features and +3 for source-filter com-

bined, the value on the x-axis would be +1, reflecting an

improvement in the magnitude of the evidence by including

source information. For a speaker who produces a mean DS

LLR of �2 for filter-only features and �4 for source-filter, the

value on the y-axis would be �2. The green quadrants (top left

and bottom right) demonstrate improvement in one direction

(either SS or DS) and worsening performance in the other.

They contain speakers displaying either an increase in SS

magnitude and decrease in DS magnitude (bottom right;

although no speakers displayed this pattern) or increase in

DS magnitude and decrease in SS magnitude (top left). The

empty blue quadrant (bottom left) would contain speakers

whose LLRs were weaker when combining source and filter

features compared with filter features alone. It is noteworthy

that no speakers were in this category (appear in this

quadrant).

For 57 of the 90 speakers (63.3%), the addition of source

information increased the mean SS LLR. This increase was

on average one order of LLR magnitude (i.e. one unit on the

scales in Fig. 4), although for one speaker (#4) the mean SS

LLR increased by over two orders of magnitude. However,

for over one third of speakers (36.7%), SS LLRs were weaker

when adding source features. This could be due to consider-

able homogeneity across the DyViS speakers in terms of laryn-

geal VQ (see San Segundo et al., 2019). In the case of one

speaker (#88), SS LLRs were on average over two orders of

magnitude weaker when combining source and filter compared

with using filter features alone. The effects of adding source

information were more marked for the DS comparisons, with

all speakers displaying stronger mean DS LLRs; an average

increase of 2.7 orders of magnitude compared with the filter

features alone. For two speakers (#19 and #53), the difference

between the source-filter and filter-only input was over five

orders of magnitude. Taken together, the data in Fig. 4 show

that adding source information to the filter information affects

individuals in different ways. However, overall, the speaker-

specific information captured by the source features was suffi-

cient to aid discrimination either in SS or DS comparisons, with

no speaker producing both weaker SS and DS LLRs when

combining source and filter (all speakers are positioned in

the upper two quadrants of Fig. 4).

This experiment suggests that while filter-features alone

capture more speaker-specific information than source-

features alone, in general the combination captures the most

speaker-specific information. However, the extent of the

improvement varies substantially across speakers.

6. Discussion

This paper set out to examine which parts of the speech sig-

nal encode the greatest speaker-specific information. We did

this by analysing a range of acoustic features grouped broadly

as source and filter, to make generalisations about groups of

features and to relate speaker-specific information to models

of speech production. Our research questions aimed to (1)

examine the covariation between different acoustic source

and filter features, (2) assess the extent to which source and

filter capture complementary speaker-specific information,

and (3) evaluate whether combining source and filter features

Fig. 3. Speaker discrimination performance (EER, left; Cllr, right) based on filter features

and a combination of source and filter features across the 20 replications (each arrow is

a separate replication; red = better performance when adding source, blue = worse

performance when adding source, green = no difference when adding source;

black = mean filter and source-filter performance across the 20 replications).
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improves speaker discrimination performance. Below we dis-

cuss our results in light of these research questions.

6.1. Contributions to a model of speaker-specificity

Given the focus here on data extracted from a single pho-

netic segment, to maximise control and comparability, the fea-

tures we include underlie what Nolan (1983) refers to as long

term quality specifically within the segmental strand of his

multi-layered model of speech. Our findings contribute to this

model by demonstrating that more speaker-specificity lies in fil-

ter rather the source features within the segmental strand and

that these sets of features can be treated, in general, as being

mutually independent of each other.

In terms of complementarity, we find some correlations

within the filter features, consistent with the findings of previ-

ous work (Darch & Milner, 2008). The results indicate that

MFCCs, as a representation of the overall shape of the spec-

trum, unsurprisingly encode information about formants (i.e.

spectral peaks). This interdependence is also consistent with

the findings of Hughes et al. (2017), who report very little

improvement when combining an MFCC-based ASR system

with long term formants, where MFCCs and formants were

extracted from frames across all vowels within a recording.

Within the source features, there were no meaningful correla-

tions, with R2 values reaching no higher than 0.206. The lack

of interdependence between source features is consistent with

the fact that the combination of f0, additive noise, relative har-

monics and energy produced the best speaker discrimination

performance (i.e. each captures independent speaker-

specific information). Given the lack of correlations, the fact

that jitter and shimmer did not improve source performance

may be attributed to the uncertainty around how to measure

them most accurately (see e.g. Woubie, Koivisto, &

Bäckström, 2021).

The results of the midpoint analysis in 3.2 do reveal a small

number of correlations between source and filter, but in all

cases, as predicted, these correlations involve MFCCs and

the source features that capture some overall property of the

spectrum (i.e. relative harmonics and energy). Given what

MFCCs are in principle modelling within the speech signal,

such findings are unsurprising. However, MFCCs were also

able to predict 32.4% of the variation in f0. The relationship

between MFCCs and f0 is consistent with previous work

(Darch & Milner, 2008), but, as with the results for formants,

the correlation is weaker than in Hughes, Clermont, and

Harrison (2020) due to the speaker-independent methods

used in the present study. Although MFCCs involve smoothing

over harmonic information, there is still likely to be some sen-

sitivity to harmonic spacing especially when the number of

MFCCs is high. Hughes et al. (2020) show that the strength

of correlations between MFCCs and f0 (and, indeed, formants)

increases with the number of cepstral coefficients. With these

exceptions, in the present data, there were only very weak cor-

relations between source and filter features. This is the case

even where correlations may be predicted, for example,

between individual formants and f0 (Assmann & Nearey,

2007, Assmann, 2008). This may be because previous studies

into the relationship between formants and f0 have tended to

use data averaged by-speaker. The use of pooled data here

may be masking some underlying relationship between

measures.

The results of speaker discrimination testing show that filter

features generally capture more speaker-specific information

Fig. 4. Differences in mean same-speaker (SS) and different-speaker (DS) log likelihood ratios (LLRs; i.e. strength of evidence) between the source and filter feature combination and

filter-only features for each speaker (numbers refer to speaker codes in the DyViS corpus). Larger positive values on the x-axis indicate an increase in the strength of SS results; larger

negative values on the y-axis indicate an increase in the strength of DS results (note the inversion of the y-axis to capture this).
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than source features. Our results are also largely consistent

with the underlying independence of source and filter features

demonstrated within the raw data, albeit not in a straightfor-

ward way. In many of the 20 replications in 5.2, speaker dis-

crimination performance was improved when combining

source and filter, compared with using filter features alone.

The logistic-regression fusion technique used to combine

results accounts for correlations in the underlying scores.

Therefore, any improvement in performance indicates that

the two sets of scores (derived from source and filter) are pro-

viding complementary speaker-specific information. However,

some replications produced essentially the same performance

whether source features were included or not, while other repli-

cations led to poorer performance. One explanation for the

replications with poorer performance is the sensitivity of EER

and Cllr when the performance of the filter features alone is

already so good. In most replications, the filter features pro-

duced EERs of less than 1%. This reflects a floor effect where

it is difficult to improve performance any further, due, in large

part, to the use of high-quality recordings and the use of

MFCCs, which are known to be very good speaker discrimina-

tory features. Meanwhile, if the source information adds even a

single error (contrary-to-fact LLR) to the system, this can have

a drastic effect on relative performance.

As well as the issue of the floor effect, a key finding of 5.2 is

that the behaviour of individual speakers plays a role in the

lack of systematic effects in speaker discrimination when com-

bining source and filter information. Thus, for some configura-

tions of speakers, the source information is helpful in

separating speakers and leads to an overall improvement in

system performance. By contrast, for other configurations of

speakers it can lead to no improvement or even poorer system

performance. Further, Fig. 4 highlights that even if overall per-

formance is unaffected (e.g. because performance is already

very good), the addition of source features can increase the

magnitude of LLRs (i.e. the strength of the evidence) in SS

or DS comparisons, or indeed in both. The extent of such

increases is dependent on the speaker. Thus, taken together,

our results demonstrate that different speakers differ on differ-

ent dimensions (i.e. the addition of source information is only

likely to be of use for certain speakers and maybe only in cer-

tain contexts).

6.2. Implications

In this section we outline the implications of our findings for

both phonetic theory and for the applied fields of forensic

speech science and ASR.

6.2.1. Models of speech production

For over six decades, source-filter theory (Fant, 1960) has

been the dominant model of speech production in phonetics

and speech science. An important assumption of source-filter

theory is that the two components are independent of each

other. This assumption successfully underpins many analytical

methods of acoustic analysis (e.g. linear prediction) and appli-

cations of speech technology (e.g. speech synthesis). On a

general level, the considerable independence between fea-

tures in our study, particularly when considering the raw data,

is consistent with the theoretical assumption of independence,

even in spite of the incomplete decoupling of source and filter

in deriving MFCCs. However, within our data we do find some

evidence of interrelationships between source and filter, partic-

ularly at the level of the individual. This finding is, in fact, con-

sistent with claims in the literature on non-linear source-filter

interactions (Titze, 2008, Titze, Riede, & Popolo, 2008).

Indeed, Maxfield, Palaparthi, and Titze (2017: 149) go further,

claiming that “the degree to which the source and filter are cou-

pled is variable, both between and within individuals”. The

question is then, what factors determine the degree to which

source and filter are related between and within individuals?

Titze (2008, p. 2733) claims that “it has been recognised all

along . . . that the linear theory (of source-filter independence)

is more applicable to male speech than female or child

speech”. The results of our study show that this also applies

to variability across speakers of the same sex and age. Thus,

it is probable that variation in the size and shape of the vocal

apparatus, and particularly deviations from the average male

17.5 cm tube often used as a vocal tract model, are likely to

produce variation in source-filter interaction. Specifically,

according to Titze (2008), greater source-filter interaction

should be produced with narrower vocal tracts and constriction

of the vocal tract closer to the vocal folds (i.e. in the velar, uvu-

lar and pharyngeal regions of the vocal tract). This, in turn, may

relate to differences in vocal setting and have knock on effects

for voice quality and thus also acoustic measures of source

features. This is because a narrower vocal tract results in an

increased acoustic reactance which reduces the impedance

difference between source and filter, affecting the transglottal

pressure and hence glottal airflow (Titze, 2008). Further, the

closer the f0 or any other harmonics to F1 or indeed any for-

mant, the greater the predicted interaction. Finally, the func-

tioning of the vocal folds is also likely to determine, to some

extent, the degree to which source and filter are related. Modal

vocal fold vibration (e.g. in loud speech where the vocal folds

are vibrating most efficiently) is likely, all else being equal, to

produce the greatest source-filter independence. Non-modal

laryngeal voice quality should, therefore, produce greater inter-

action. In reality, however, the degree of interaction between

source and filter between and within speakers is likely caused

by a complex interaction of both short- and long-term factors

relating to physiology, acquired patterns of speech production

(which may or may not be related to group-level behaviour; e.g.

long-term voice quality and vocal setting), and the specific lin-

guistic content at a given point in time.

6.2.2. Forensic speech science

An essential goal of forensic speech science research is to

identify the features of the voice that carry the greatest

speaker-specificity, which then inform the choice of features

for analysis in forensic casework. Our study has shown that

under optimal conditions the addition of source information

can improve speaker discrimination over filter features alone

(although in forensic casework, it is also necessary to consider

a variety of other confounding factors, such as channel, back-

ground noise, duration etc.). However, the fact that such

improvements are not evenly distributed across speakers

shows that the choice of features in speaker discrimination

(at least when using linguistic methods of analysis) is itself

speaker-specific (and likely variety-specific as well, see
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Foulkes & Hughes, in press). A key question for forensics,

then, is whether we might be able to predict, based on acoustic

data, which speakers are likely to produce stronger or weaker

speaker discrimination results when combining source and fil-

ter features, which in turn could inform the choice of features in

a forensic case.

The factors outlined in 6.2.1 lead to a set of specific predic-

tions, which deserve further empirical testing. Source-filter inter-

action should, in principle, be greatest for speakers who (i) have

high f0 and/or low F1, (ii) have raised larynx and/or backed ton-

gue body or pharyngeal constriction as long-term vocal settings,

and (iii) have non-modal laryngeal voice qualities. More system-

atic work is ongoing to identify which sets of source and filter fea-

tures are appropriate for the given voice(s) in a forensic case

(Hughes, Harrison, Foulkes, Wormald, Xu, van der Vloed, &

Kelly, 2022; Hughes et al., 2022–25).

6.2.3. Automatic speaker recognition (ASR)

As outlined in 1.2, there has previously been some success

in integrating linguistic analysis into ASR systems. Indeed, the

work presented in the present study provides further evidence

that voice quality features can help to improve speaker dis-

crimination over the use of MFCCs alone (see also Hughes

et al. 2019). However, much of this work, as is the case here,

uses old paradigms within ASR. State-of-the-art ASR systems

(specifically xVector approaches) now perform extremely well,

even under more challenging, forensically realistic conditions

(see Morrison & Enzinger, 2019). Given this, what is the role

of phonetics within ASR? We still believe that phonetic analy-

sis can help improve ASR performance, as well as to provide

checks on the output of ASR analyses. While overall error

rates may be very low, not all speakers will be equally well dis-

criminated by an ASR system. As highlighted in the present

study, the addition of source features may be of considerable

benefit to some speakers. In applications of ASR, such as ver-

ification for security or in forensic contexts, the performance of

the system with the specific voice(s) under analysis is of cen-

tral concern, rather than the general performance of the sys-

tem over many trials. If phonetic analysis can help in even

one such case, this can have potentially life-changing implica-

tions and is thus worthwhile. Beyond speaker discrimination

performance, phonetic analysis can help us understand what

information ASR systems capture. This is important given the

increasingly ‘black box’ nature of state-of-the-art ASR systems

that involve machine learning.

7. Conclusions

The present study examined speaker-specific behaviour in

speech production, through the analysis of a range of acoustic

source and filter features. Overall, we find considerable evi-

dence in support of the independence of source and filter in

the context of speaker discrimination. This underlying indepen-

dence between source and filter is capable of improving

speaker discrimination performance (see also Gonzalez-

Rodriguez et al. 2014, Hughes et al. 2017). However, in line

with work such as Titze (2008), as well as predictions about

the covariance of source and filter output due to physiological

and articulatory factors, we do find some, albeit limited,

correlation between source and filter features. Therefore, the

extent of the improvement in speaker discrimination is depen-

dent on the individual speakers under analysis. Some speak-

ers produce stronger speaker discrimination results when

combining source and filter, compared with filter alone, while

others do not. These results also point to the benefit of includ-

ing both source and filter measures in linguistic studies that

attempt to understand individual and/or community-level varia-

tion as these features are not as independent as previously

suggested for all speakers.
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